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WEAR Sustain is a new, €3M project, funded by the European Union’s Horizon 2020 
research and innovation initiative. 

Runs from January 2017 to December 2018.

It aims to engage wearable technology stakeholders to work more closely with 
designers and artists across Europe, to shift the development of the EU wearables  
and e-textiles industries towards a more sustainable and ethical approach. 

Over next two years the program will bring together the rich European landscape of 
wearable technology and smart textile stakeholders toward addressing core ethical and 
sustainability issues head on at the research & development stages. 

ABOUT
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How can you apply?
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APPLY: OPEN CALLS general intro
opened 1st April
deadline 31st May

€50K funding per project
intro to nature of projects - interdisciplinary, sustainability 
and ethics themed, design and or artists & technologists

Scope: wearables and e-textiles that you wear on your 
body and that may collect body data and/or data about 
your environment  
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WEAR ecosystem at https://network.wearsustain.eu/

WEAR NETWORK LIVE DEMO / 
HOW TO FIND A PARTNER?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9koKDS2F8mQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9koKDS2F8mQ
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http://wearsustain.eu/open-calls/

Alternatively: https://www.f6s.com/wearsustain2017 

APPLICATIONS via F6S PLATFORM

http://wearsustain.eu/open-calls/
http://wearsustain.eu/open-calls/
https://www.f6s.com/wearsustain2017
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click here

https://www.f6s.com/wearsustain2017
https://www.f6s.com/wearsustain2017
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3 types of information:
- basic information
- information on the team
- questions

APPLICATIONS via F6S PLATFORM
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F6S is aimed at startups
BUT
You do not have to be a startup to 
apply!

-> we want to know your expertise

-> this is important for F6S BUT 
not for the application

-> we want to know (potential) 
uses for your prototype



#WEARsustainAPPLICATIONS via F6S PLATFORM: Basic information (2/2)

-> if you have one BUT this is not 
a mandatory question

-> if you have BUT this is not a 
mandatory question
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Respect the number of characters

All information entered here is 
private between you and us. It will 
be seen only by reviewers and 
members of WEAR Sustain 

There are 14 questions: this is the 
core of your application
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This can be seen from an economic point of view BUT also in terms of 
how innovative your approach is in comparison to what already exists
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This question is not mandatory 
BUT it can be useful for reviewers

The file should help understanding 
your response to the previous 
question
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Even if you don’t aim at commercialising your prototype, we 
want to know what is expected after the 6 months of support 
and funding

This will help us providing your support services during the 6 
months

Not mandatory. You can ask someone to recommend you, you 
need their F6S identifier or their e-mail
They do not see your application details
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Varia
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Open Call 1 is 
aimed at 
projects that 
have a working 
prototype of  
(at least) TRL 
3 and are 
ready to 
commercially 
develop their 
prototype into 
a market-ready 
product. 

Technology Readiness Level (TRL)
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CALLS THEMES: 
Environment: How can artists & designers and technologists solve environmental issues associated with creating, 
using and discarding wearable devices and smart textiles? 

Use, Reuse and Waste: How can artists & designers and technologists develop new wearables using technologies, 
textiles and materials that engage with sustainable use, reuse or waste?

Body/Physiology/Somatics: How can artists & designers and technologists address and combat the negative impact 
of wearable technologies and smart textiles on the body? 

Energy: How can artists or designers with technologists develop wearable devices and smart textiles that harvest or 
make use of alternative energy?

Emotional and Mental Health: How can artists & designers and technologists develop wearable devices and smart 
textiles that minimise the negative impact on users emotional and mental health, and enhance comfort and wellbeing? 

Ethical Social/Cultural/Economic Use of Data: How can artists & designers and technologists develop wearable 
devices and smart textiles that create social, cultural and economic sustainability for data collection and processing?

Open Category
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In sum APPLICATION STRUCTURE
An executive summary of the project (max. 1 page)

A presentation of the team, their expertise, previous realised projects on wearables incl. contact details 
and CV of the management team members (max. 1 page)

A project pitch (max. 5 pages) where the project is proposed on the basis of the NABC method (Need, 
Approach, Benefit, Competition), including a description of the technology and design thinking 
methodologies used in the project

A prototype plan of how they will develop over the course of 6 months from where the project is located 
in the development process at the time of submission to a fully market ready prototype. The plan will 
describe the key milestones of the project, a brief description of the deliverables and the budget (max. 2 
pages)

A concrete business case for the application of their idea (max. 1 page)

A video pitch of the project (max 3 minutes) consisting of all the above topics.

Required Project Support and Implementation Services (max. half page)

https://vimeo.com/blog/post/video-101-shooting-basics
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THANK YOU!
Heritiana Ranaivoson: Senior Researcher, 
imec
Heritiana.Renaud.Ranaivoson@vub.be  

@WEARsustain
www.wearsustain.eu

mailto:Heritiana.Renaud.Ranaivoson@vub.be
mailto:Heritiana.Renaud.Ranaivoson@vub.be
mailto:Heritiana.Renaud.Ranaivoson@vub.be
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Join The Conversation

● Twitter: @wearsustain

● Facebook: WEARsustain

● LinkedIn: http://bit.ly/WEARLinkedin 

ABOUT

http://bit.ly/WEARLinkedin

